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In [2] it was shown that stable limit cycles occur under biochemically 
reasonable conditions in a class of enzyme catalyzed reactions with positive 
feedback. In the present note we prove that, given a model in the above- 
mentioned class and a natural number n, there is an arbitrarily small Co- 
perturbation in this class having n stable limit cycles. 
The model investigated in [2] (see also [ 3 I) is this: 
ci = 1’ - ll(cr, y), 
9 = &[C(cz, y) -r(y)]. (1,) 
r and E are positive real numbers and t’ and r are non-negative real valued 
functions. We write (1,) to indicate the dependence of the system on r. The 
principal result of [2] (cf. Theorem 2) is that (1,) has an orbitally stable 
closed orbit if it satisfies certain conditions (i)-(iv) (which we cite below). If. 
moreover, L’ and r are real analytic functions, then an asymptotically 
orbitally stable closed orbit (stable limit cycle) exists. 
(i) 1’ is a bounded real valued function defined for all <a, ~7) E R’, 
u > 0. y>, 0. z’ has continuous first-order partial derivatives, and 
+.y, > 0 and 
for all (a, ;I). c( > 0. y > 0. r is a real non-negative continuously differentiable 
function defined for all )’ > 0. and r(0) < ~(0. 0). 
(ii) Let L‘,,,,, = supjrl(a. ;q) 1 u > 0. ;J > 0). Then 0 < ~(0, 7) < I’ < L’,,, 
for all y > 0. 
(iii) Define us = lim,~., c~(u, ;’ ). Then there exists exactly one ;*, 
such that r(;I,) = r. Moreover, r( 1’) < ,%()I) for all y E [O, y, ] and r(y) > I’ for 
all 13 > j*, . 
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(iv) At the unique equilibrium point of (I,), the eigenvalues of the 
linear part of the system all have positive real part. 
THEOREM. Let 1’. r, 11. e satisfy (i)-(iv). Gicen q > 0 and a natural 
number n, there is a function p : Rt + R such that ~7, p, v, E satiszv (i)-(iv) 
[n’ith the same (a,, yl) and r replnced by p], Ir(y) -p(y)1 < r] for all 7, and 
( 1 p) has n orbitally stable closed orbits. If c and r are real anal}ltic functions. 
then p can be chosen real analytic, too, and the system (1,) has n 
asymptotical& orbital& stable closed orbits. In particular, f (it(iv) are 
satisfied. then stable limit cycles in system (1,) are not unique in general. 
We first indicate the idea of the proof. By a small perturbation of r, we 
make the equilibrium point stable without losing the orbitally stable closed 
orbit existing by [2]. By the version of the PoincarbBendixson theorem 
proved in [ 1 ] this establishes a new (unstable) closed orbit. We then perturb 
r once more to make the equilibrium point unstable again. and by [ 11 create 
a new orbitally stable closed orbit. This procedure may be applied an 
arbitrary number of times. See below for details. 
We need a result that was proved in [ 11. 
LEMMA 1. Let 1 =f (x) be a continuously* differentiable +namical 
system defined on a neighborhood of a simple closed curtye K in the plane 
and on its interior region G. Let K be a transtlersal cross section. and let 
KU G be positioeiy intlariant. Assume that G contains a unique equilibrium 
point .Y(, and let all the eigencalues of the dericatiue Df (x,) have a positive 
real part. Then the dynamical system has an orbitally stable closed orbit 
bohich has a posititrely inoariant open neighborhood bounded bj* tire 
transversal cross sections in G. 
This is more than we claimed in Corollary 1 of [ 1 ] because there we made 
no assertion on a neighborhood of the closed orbit, but it is what was 
actually shown in the proof of Corollary 1 (compare [ 1, Proposition]). 
LEMMA 2. Let t!, r, v, E satisfy conditions (i)-(iv). Then for any 11 > 0 
there exists a function p : Rt --) R such that U, p, 11, E satisfy (i)-(iii) (with the 
same y, and lvith r replaced by p), Ir(y) -p(y)1 < q for all ;‘, and such that 
the follo\ving condition (iv’) holds: 
(iv’) At the unique equilibrium point (a,, y,) of ( lp), the eigenL?alues of 
the linear part of the system all hate negative real part. 
LEMMA 3. Let 11, r, I?, E sati& conditions (i)-(iii) and (iv’) (bcith p 
replaced b-Iv r). Moreover, let 
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Then for any q > 0 there exists a function p : R+ + R such that ty, p, I’, d 
sati& (i)-(iv) (with the same (a,, I’,) and with r replaced by p) am 
I 47) - P(y)1 -c v for all y. 
SUPPLEMENT TO LEMMAS 2 AND 3. If s, r are real analytic functions 
then p ma>) be chosen to be real analytic, too. 
Proof of Lemmas 2 and 3. If L’, r, V, E satisfy (i)-(iii), then (iv) i: 
equivalent to r’(y,) > 0 and 
(cf. 12, Remark 21). The latter condition is equivalent to 
A > r’(lr,). 
(A was defined in Lemma 3.) Therefore, if (i)-(iv) hold, then A > 0 
Similarly, if (i)-(iii) hold, then (iv’) is fulfilled if and only if r/(7,) > 0 and 
A < r’(j’,). 
To prove Lemma 2, let n > 0 be given. 
)I, := inf{w(y) - r(l)) 10 ,< y < y, } 
is positive. Without loss of generality we may assume ‘7 < min(q,, v}. Le 
B > A. By hypothesis, B > r’(y,) > 0. There is a positive 6 < y, such thal 
r(y) > q for all y E [v, - 6, y, ]. Let q0 < r/ be a positive number such thal 
q0 < v - r(y) for all y E [O, y, -61. Finally, choose a real analytic functior 
rp : Ih‘ --* R with the following properties: 
v(O) = P(YI - 4 = P(h) = 0, 
(P’(Y~) = B - r’b,), 
0 < V(Y) < ‘lo for all JJE 10, y, - S[ C-J IV,, 00 ], 
-‘lo < V(Y) < 0 for all y E ]r, - 6, V,]. 
Then (~1 < rl, and p := r + u, has the desired properties: p(0) = r(0) suck 
that p(0) < o(O,O). For YE [O,jr, -61. r(y) ,< P(Y) < r(y) + v. < 1’. 
YE ]y, - 6. y,[. 0 < r(y) - q < r(y) - q. < p(y) < r(y) < v; ~01,) = r(jJ,) = 1’. 
for 1’ > y,, p(r) > r(y) > V. Thus, exactly at y= 1~~ we have ~(1’) = V. For 
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y E (0, y,], p(y) < r(y) + q,, < r(y) + q, < w(y). Therefore, p satisfies the 
analogue of (i)-(iii). Condition (iv’) follows from 
as explained above. This proves Lemma 2. 
The proof of Lemma 3 is technically only slightly more diffkult. ~1 > 0 is 
assumed to be suffkiently small: q < v and q < w(y) - r(y) for all y E [0, yr 1. 
Let 0 < B < A. By continuity of r’, there is a positive 6 < y, such that 
r%> > r’bd - B 
for all YE [y, - 6, yr + 6). As (iv’) holds, A < r’(y,); therefore, 
r’(y,) - B > 0. Let 0 < v0 < q such that q0 < v - r(y) for all 1’ E [0, y1 - 61. 
Choose a real analytic function q~ : R + R with the following properties: 
P(O) = P(Y,) = a)(Y, + 4 = 0, 
P’(Y,) = B - r’(v,h 
0 < do(Y) < ‘lo for all y E 10, y, [ U Iv, + 6, 00 [, 
-lo < V(Y) < 0 for all y E ]I),, y, + d[, 
ED’ > B - r’h) for all y E [y, - 6, y, + S]. 
Again, 1~1 < q, and we define p := r + q~. Then p(O) < ~(0, 0), and for all 
1’ < i’1 - 6 or y > y, + 6, we have r(y) <p(y) < v or p(y) > V, respectively. If 
y, - 6 < y < y, + 6, then 
p(y) = v + [’ [r’(s) + p’(s)] ds, 
-11 
which is >V for y > y, and <I’ for 1’ < y,. Thus, p(y) = v exactly when y = y,. 
Also, p(v) < W(Y) for all y E [0, r,], such that (i)-(iii) hold (with p instead of 
r). Condition (iv) follows from 
p’(y,)=B <A. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
Remark. As the functions v, in the proofs are real analytic, the 
Supplement to Lemma 2, and Lemma 3 has also been proved. The 
construction of such functions cp is elementary. 
Proof of the theorem. Assume that L’. r, v, E satisfy (i)-(iv). Let f, be the 
vector field given by the right-hand side of (1,). By induction on n, we prove 
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a statement somewhat stronger than that of the theorem: For any natural 
number n and any q > 0, there exists a function p such that 
L’, p. r. E satisfy the analogue of (i)-(iv) with the same (u,, ;I,), 
Ir-PI < rl. 
(1,) has n orbitally stable closed orbits Ci (i = l,.... n), 
each Ci has a positively invariant open neighborhood Ui bounded by 
two transversal cross sectipns Si, Ti (.i = l,...? n). and 
Uin CJj=O if i#j. 
To start the induction. we apply Lemma 1 in the proof of Theorem 2 of [ 2 I. 
This yields the case II = 1 (with p = r). As an inductive hypothesis. assume 
that the above statement is true for a fixed number n. Given v > 0, find p 
according to the inductive hypothesis with /r -pi < q/3. Use Lemma 2 to 
replace p by a function u such that 1p - uI < ?1/3 and (i)-(iii) and (iv’) hold 
for (1,). If lp - uI is small enough, the Si. T, are transversal to the vector 
field f,. With respect to -f,, the innermost transversal bounds a positively 
invariant disk D containing the equilibrium point (a,. ~1,). As the eigenvalues 
of the derivative of -f, at (ar, ,I’,) all have positive real part, by Lemma 1. D 
contains a closed orbit (with respect to -f,), having a positively invariant 
open neighborhood bounded by two transversal cross sections. The inner 
one, T. bounds a disk D, which is positively invariant with respect to f,. 
Applying Lemma 3 to L’, cr. I’, e. we may replace o by r (la - 51 < r//3) such 
that (i)-(iv) hold forf, and Si. Ti (i = l...., n) and T are transversal to f,. By 
Lemma 1 applied to f, on D,, (1 r) has an orbitally stable closed orbit C, + , 
contained in a positively invariant open neighborhood U,,+ , bounded by two 
transversal cross sections in D,. By [ 1, Proposition]. each of the U, 
(i = l,.... n) contains an orbitally stable closed orbit of (1,). As 1 r - r.I < q. 
the induction is complete. If L’ and I- are real analytic functions. then the 
perturbations found by Lemmas 2 and 3 are also real analytic. In this case, 
orbitally stable closed orbits are asymptotically orbitally stable because of 
the presence of non-compact orbits. 
BIOCHEMICAL DISCUSSION 
In terms of biochemistry. the theorem has the following meaning. Given 
an enzyme system modeled on equations (1,) and showing stable periodic 
oscillations according to 121, then any number of additional stable periodic 
oscillations may be created by changing only the sink reaction r (removal of 
product, cf. [2]) in an appropriate way. This change may be kept arbitrarily 
small. In particular, in mode1 (1,) hard self-excitation is possible. 
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